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Antitrust and “Big Tech”

Over the past decade, Google, Amazon, Facebook, and Apple (“Big Tech” or the “Big Four”) have revolutionized the internet economy and affected the daily lives of billions of people worldwide. While these companies are responsible for momentous technological breakthroughs and massive wealth creation, they have also received scrutiny related to their privacy practices, dissemination of harmful content and misinformation, alleged political bias, and—as relevant here—potentially anticompetitive conduct. In June 2019, the Wall Street Journal reported that the Department of Justice (DOJ) and Federal Trade Commission (FTC)—the agencies responsible for enforcing the federal antitrust laws—agreed to divide responsibility over investigations of the Big Four’s business practices. Under these agreements, the DOJ reportedly has authority over investigations of Google and Apple, while the FTC will look into Facebook and Amazon.

The DOJ and FTC investigations into Big Tech will likely involve inquiries into whether the relevant companies have illegally monopolized their respective markets or engaged in anticompetitive mergers or acquisitions. Under Section 2 of the Sherman Act, it is illegal for a company with monopoly power to engage in exclusionary conduct to maintain or enhance that power. And under Section 7 of the Clayton Act, companies may not engage in mergers or acquisitions that “substantially lessen” competition.

The scope of the market in which a defendant–company operates is a key question in both monopolization and merger cases. The Supreme Court has identified certain qualitative factors that courts may consider in defining the scope of relevant antitrust markets. The DOJ and FTC have also adopted a quantitative market-definition inquiry known as the “hypothetical monopolist” or “SSNIP” test, according to which a relevant antitrust market consists of the smallest grouping of products for which a hypothetical monopolist could profitably impose a 5% price increase. The application of this quantitative inquiry to certain zero-price technology markets may present courts and regulators with important issues of first impression. However, commentators have proposed a variety of methods by which regulators could assess the scope of the markets in which the Big Four operate.

In addition to demonstrating that a defendant–company possesses monopoly power in a properly defined market, monopolization plaintiffs must show that the defendant engaged in exclusionary conduct to maintain or enhance that power. In investigating allegedly exclusionary behavior by the Big Four, antitrust regulators may be evaluating

- Google Search’s alleged discrimination against Google’s vertical rivals, certain tying and exclusive-dealing arrangements related to the company’s Android mobile operating system, and exclusive and restrictive-dealing arrangements related to the company’s ad-brokering platform;
- Amazon’s alleged predatory pricing and discrimination against third-party merchants on its online marketplace;
- Facebook’s allegedly anticompetitive pattern of acquiring promising potential competitors, including its acquisitions of the photo-sharing service Instagram and the messaging service WhatsApp; and
- Apple’s decision to design its mobile-operating system to prevent customers from downloading iPhone apps from any source other than the company’s App Store.

While the antitrust action surrounding Big Tech is currently concentrated in the executive branch and the courts, digital competition issues have also attracted the interest of Congress, which may pursue legislation to address anticompetitive conduct by large technology companies. Specifically, some commentators have proposed that Congress adopt changes to certain elements of antitrust law to promote competition in technology markets, including modifications to predatory-pricing doctrine, exclusionary-design law, and merger review. In contrast, other commentators have advocated sector-specific competition regulation for large technology companies that would include data-portability rules, interoperability standards, nondiscrimination requirements, and separation regimes.
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Over the past decade, Google, Amazon, Facebook, and Apple—collectively known as the “Big Four” or “Big Tech”—have revolutionized the internet economy and affected the daily lives of billions of people worldwide. Google operates a search engine that processes over 3.5 billion searches a day (Google Search), runs the biggest online video platform (YouTube), licenses the world’s most popular mobile operating system (Android), and is the largest seller of online advertising. Amazon is a major online marketplace, retailer, logistics network, cloud-storage host, and television and film producer. Facebook boasts 2.4 billion monthly active users worldwide, meaning more people use the social network than follow any single world religion. Apple popularized the smartphone, making the device so ubiquitous that consumers have grown accustomed to carrying a supercomputer in their pocket. Collectively, the Big Four generated over $690 billion in revenue in 2018—a sum larger than the annual GDPs of most national economies.

While these companies are responsible for momentous technological breakthroughs and massive wealth creation, they have also received scrutiny related to their privacy practices, dissemination of harmful content and misinformation, alleged political bias, and—as relevant here—potentially anticompetitive conduct. In June 2019, the Wall Street Journal reported that the Department of Justice (DOJ) and Federal Trade Commission (FTC)—the agencies responsible for enforcing the federal antitrust laws—agreed to divide responsibility over investigations of the Big Four’s business practices. Under these agreements, the DOJ reportedly has authority over investigations of Google and Apple, while the FTC will look into Facebook and Amazon. The following month, the DOJ announced a potentially broader inquiry into Big Tech. Specifically, the Justice Department’s Antitrust Division revealed that it intends to examine possible abuses of market power by unnamed “market-leading online platforms”—an announcement that has led some to

---

speculate that a number of the Big Four may face investigations from both agencies despite the previously reported agreements.12

Big Tech’s business practices have also attracted congressional interest. In May 2019, the Senate Judiciary Committee held a hearing to investigate privacy and competition issues in the digital advertising industry.13 And in June and July, the House Judiciary Committee held two separate hearings examining the market power of online platforms.14

This report provides an overview of antitrust issues involving the Big Four. The report begins with a general outline of the aspects of antitrust doctrine that are most likely to play a central role in the DOJ and FTC investigations—specifically, the case law surrounding monopolization and mergers. Next, the report discusses the application of this doctrine to each of the Big Four. Finally, the report concludes by examining policy options related to the promotion of digital competition.

**Legal Background**

**General Principles**

Contemporary antitrust doctrine reflects a commitment to the promotion of economic competition, which induces businesses to cut costs, improve their productivity, and innovate.15

---


These virtues of competition are often illustrated with the stylized hypothetical of a “perfectly competitive” market with homogenous products, a large number of well-informed buyers and sellers, low entry barriers, and low transaction costs. In such a market, businesses must price their products at marginal cost to avoid losing their customers to competitors.\textsuperscript{16} However, real-world markets almost always deviate from this textbook model of perfect competition. When one or more of the structural conditions identified above is absent, individual firms may have \textit{market power}—the ability to profitably raise their prices above competitive levels. At the extreme, a market can be \textit{monopolized} when a single firm possesses significant and durable market power.\textsuperscript{17}

According to standard justifications for antitrust law, the exercise of significant market power harms consumers by requiring them to pay higher prices than they would pay in competitive markets, purchase less desirable substitutes, or go without certain goods and services altogether. Moreover, significant market power harms society as a whole by reducing output and eliminating value that would have been enjoyed in a competitive market.\textsuperscript{18} Contemporary antitrust doctrine is focused on preventing these harms by prohibiting exclusionary conduct by dominant firms and anticompetitive mergers and acquisitions.\textsuperscript{19} The following subsections discuss these prohibitions in turn.

Section 2 of the Sherman Act: Monopolization

Section 2 of the Sherman Antitrust Act of 1890 makes it unlawful to monopolize, attempt to monopolize, or conspire to monopolize “any part of the trade or commerce among the several States, or with foreign nations.”\textsuperscript{20} However, the statute itself does not define what it means to “monopolize” trade or commerce, leaving the courts to fill out the meaning of that concept through common law decisionmaking. Consistent with this approach, the Supreme Court’s interpretation of Section 2 has evolved in response to changes in economic theory and business practice.\textsuperscript{21}

In its monopolization case law, the Court has made clear that the possession of monopoly power and charging of monopoly prices do not by themselves constitute Section 2 violations. Instead, the Court has held that a company engages in monopolization if and only if it (1) possesses monopoly power, and (2) engages in exclusionary conduct to achieve, maintain, or enhance that power.\textsuperscript{22}

\textsuperscript{16} \textsc{Hovenkamp, supra} note 15 § 1.1.
\textsuperscript{17} \textit{Id.}
\textsuperscript{18} \textit{Id.}
\textsuperscript{19} Federal antitrust law also prohibits various forms of anticompetitive agreements between firms. 15 U.S.C. § 1. This report focuses on antitrust law’s treatment of monopolization and mergers because of their special relevance to Big Tech companies.
\textsuperscript{20} 15 U.S.C. § 2. Although Section 2 creates three distinct offenses—monopolization, attempted monopolization, and conspiracy to monopolize—all three offenses turn on the same general concepts: monopoly power and exclusionary conduct. See \textsc{U.S. Dep’t of Justice, Single-Firm Conduct Under Section 2 of the Sherman Act 1 (2008) (report withdrawn) [hereinafter “DOJ Section 2 Report”]}. \textsuperscript{21} See \textsc{Hovenkamp, supra} note 15 § 2.2a (explaining that antitrust law “has always been closely tied to prevailing economic doctrine”).
Elements of a Monopolization Claim

To prevail in a Section 2 monopolization case, plaintiffs must show that the defendant
(1) possesses monopoly power, and
(2) engages in exclusionary conduct to achieve, maintain, or enhance that power.

Monopoly Power

To prevail in a Section 2 case, plaintiffs must show that a defendant possesses monopoly power. While the Supreme Court has explained that a firm has *market power* if it can profitably charge supra-competitive prices, the Court has described *monopoly power* as “the power to control prices or exclude competition,” which requires “something greater” than market power. Lower federal courts have held that a firm possesses monopoly power if it possesses a *high degree* of market power.

A Section 2 plaintiff can establish that a defendant possesses monopoly power in two ways. First, plaintiffs can satisfy this requirement with *direct* evidence of monopoly power—that is, evidence that the defendant charges prices significantly exceeding competitive levels. However, such evidence is typically difficult to adduce because of complications in determining appropriate measures of a firm’s costs, among other things. As a result, plaintiffs generally attempt to establish that a defendant has monopoly power with *indirect* evidence showing that the defendant (1) possesses a large share of a relevant market, and (2) is protected by entry barriers.

---

26 See, e.g., Bacchus Indus., Inc. v. Arvin Indus., Inc., 939 F.2d 887, 894 (10th Cir. 1991) (explaining that a firm possesses monopoly power if it has “substantial” market power); Deauville Corp. v. Federated Dep’t Stores, Inc., 756 F.2d 1183, 1192 n.5 (5th Cir. 1985) (explaining that a firm possesses monopoly power if it has an “extreme degree” of market power).
27 See Geneva Pharm. Tech. Corp. v. Barr Lab. Inc., 386 F.3d 485, 500 (2d Cir. 2004); United States v. Microsoft, 253 F.3d 34, 51 (D.C. Cir. 2001); Re/Max Intern., Inc. v. Realty One, Inc., 173 F.3d 995, 1016 (6th Cir. 1999); Coastal Fuels of Puerto Rico, Inc. v. Caribbean Petroleum Corp., 79 F.3d 182, 196-97 (1st Cir. 1996); Rebel Oil Co., Inc. v. Atlantic Richfield Co., 51 F.3d 1421, 1434 (9th Cir. 1995); *but see* Christy Sports, LLC v. Deer Valley Resort Co., 555 F.3d 1188, 1198 (10th Cir. 2009) (noting that the Tenth Circuit has never explicitly accepted or rejected the proposition that monopoly power can be proved directly in a Section 2 case).
28 See Louis Kaplow, *Why (Ever) Define Markets?*, 124 HARV. L. REV. 437, 447 (2010). See also McWane, Inc. v. FTC, 783 F.3d 814, 830 (11th Cir. 2015) (“Because . . . direct proof [of monopoly power] is only rarely available, courts more typically examine market structure in search of circumstantial evidence of monopoly power.”) (quoting United States v. Microsoft Corp., 253 F.3d 34, 51 (D.C. Cir. 2001); Bailey v. Allgas, Inc., 284 F.3d 1237, 1246 (11th Cir. 2002) (“Because demand is difficult to establish with accuracy, evidence of a seller’s market share may provide the most convenient circumstantial measure of monopoly power.”)).
29 See McWane, Inc., 783 F.3d at 830; Broadcom Corp. v. Qualcomm Inc., 501 F.3d 297, 307 (3d Cir. 2007); *Microsoft*, 253 F.3d at 51; Toys ‘R’ Us, Inc. v. FTC, 221 F.3d 928, 937 (7th Cir. 2000); Re/Max Intern., Inc., 173 F.3d at 1016; W. Parcel Express v. UPS, 190 F.3d 974, 975 (9th Cir. 1999); Am. Council of Certified Podiatric Physicians & Surgeons v. Am. Bd. of Podiatric Surgery, Inc., 185 F.3d 606, 622-23 (6th Cir. 1999); *Rebel Oil Co.*, 51 F.3d at 1434; Ryko Mfg. Co. v. Eden Servs., 823 F.2d 1215, 1232 (8th Cir. 1987).
Market Share

To demonstrate that a defendant possesses a dominant market share, plaintiffs must define the scope of the market in which the defendant operates. Predictably, antitrust plaintiffs typically argue that a defendant operates in a narrow market with few competitors, while defendants ordinarily contend that they operate in a broad market with many rivals. Because the size of the market in which a defendant operates (the denominator in a market-share calculation) is generally harder to determine than its sales or revenue (the numerator in such a calculation), parties in antitrust litigation often vigorously contest the issue of market definition—so much, in fact, that more antitrust cases hinge on that question than on “any other substantive issue” in competition law.30

Market Definition: Substitutability and the SSNIP Test. In analyzing market definition, the Supreme Court has explained that a relevant antitrust market consists of the product at issue in a given case and all other products that are “reasonably interchangeable” with it.31 According to the Court, whether one product is “reasonably interchangeable” with another product depends on demand substitution—that is, the extent to which an increase in one product’s price would cause consumers to purchase the other product instead.32 The Court has further explained that a variety of “practical indicia” are relevant to an assessment of whether goods and services are reasonable substitutes, including

1. industry or public recognition of separate markets;
2. a product’s peculiar characteristics and uses;
3. unique production facilities;
4. distinct customers;
5. distinct prices;
6. sensitivity to price changes; and
7. specialized vendors.

These criteria are sometimes called the “Brown Shoe” factors based on the name of the 1962 decision in which the Court identified them.33

In addition to the Brown Shoe factors, the DOJ and FTC have provided specific market-definition guidance in their Horizontal Merger Guidelines. The 2010 version of the Guidelines endorses the “hypothetical monopolist” test for defining markets, which—like the Court’s case law—principally focuses on demand substitution.34 Under this test, a group of products qualifies as a relevant antitrust market if a hypothetical monopolist selling those products would find it profitable to raise their price notwithstanding buyers’ incentives to substitute other goods and services in response. Specifically, the test asks whether a hypothetical monopolist would be able to profitably impose a “small but significant and non-transitory increase in price” (SSNIP)—generally, a 5% increase.35 If buyer substitution to other products would make such a price

32 Id.
33 Id.
35 Id.
increase unprofitable, then the candidate market must be expanded until a hypothetical monopolist would benefit from such a strategy.\textsuperscript{36}

One popular antitrust treatise illustrates the SSNIP test’s application by comparing proposed markets consisting of Ford passenger cars and all passenger cars. Because Ford—which has a “monopoly” over the sale of Ford passenger cars—would likely be unable to profitably raise its prices by 5% because of the business it would lose to other car companies, Ford passenger cars are unlikely to qualify as a properly defined antitrust market. However, because a hypothetical firm with a monopoly over passenger cars likely could profit from such a price increase, passenger cars likely qualify as a distinct antitrust market.\textsuperscript{37}

**Market Definition and Big Tech: The Challenge of Zero-Price Markets.** The SSNIP test’s application to certain technology markets raises difficult issues. In a number of technology markets, firms do not charge customers for access to certain services like online search and social networking. The difficulty with applying the SSNIP test to such markets is clear: as one commentator notes, there is “no sound way” to analyze a 5% increase in a price of zero because such an increase would result in a price that remains zero.\textsuperscript{38} The SSNIP test as traditionally administered is accordingly “inoperable” in a number of zero-price technology markets.\textsuperscript{39}

Some courts and commentators have responded to this difficulty in applying the SSNIP test to zero-price markets by concluding that such markets are categorically exempt from antitrust scrutiny. In Kinderstart.com, LLC v. Google, Inc., for example, a federal district court dismissed allegations that Google monopolized the market for online search on the grounds that Google does not charge customers to use its search engine.\textsuperscript{40} Several commentators have echoed the general line of reasoning behind the Kinderstart decision and questioned whether the provision of free services can result in the type of consumer harm that antitrust law is intended to remedy.\textsuperscript{41}

\textsuperscript{36} A number of courts have also accepted the SSNIP test as an appropriate method for defining relevant antitrust markets. See FTC v. Whole Foods Mkt., Inc., 548 F.3d 1028, 1038 (D.C. Cir. 2008) (“If a small price increase would drive consumers to an alternative product, then that product must be reasonably substitutable for those in the proposed market and must therefore be part of the market, properly defined.”); Theme Promotions, Inc. v. News Am. Mktg. FSI, 546 F.3d 991, 1002 (9th Cir. 2008) (“If a monopolist could not profitably impose a SSNIP, the market definition should be expanded to include those substitute products that constrain the monopolist’s pricing.”); United States v. Engelhard Corp., 126 F.3d 1302, 1306 (11th Cir. 1997) (“First, when determining the relevant market, the question is whether a hypothetical monopolist could profitably raise price.”).

\textsuperscript{37} See HOVENKAMP, supra note 15 § 3.2.

\textsuperscript{38} David S. Evans, The Antitrust Economics of Free, 7 COMPETITION POL’Y INT’L 71, 72 (2011).

\textsuperscript{39} Id.; see also Assistant Att’y Gen. Makan Delrahim, “I’m Free”: Platforms and Antitrust Enforcement in the Zero-Price Economy, Address at Silicon Flatirons Annual Tech. Policy Conference at the Univ. of Co. L. Sch. (Feb. 11, 2019), https://www.justice.gov/opa/speech/assistant-attorney-general-makan-delrahim-delivers-keynote-address-silicon-flatirons (explaining that the SSNIP test “does not translate directly to a zero-price market”).

\textsuperscript{40} No. C-06-2057-JF(RS), 2007 WL 831806, at *5 (N.D. Cal. Mar. 16, 2007).

\textsuperscript{41} See Robert H. Bork, Antitrust and Google, CHICAGO TRIBUNE (April 6, 2012) (arguing that any antitrust case against search engines would be “unsupportable” because search engines are “free to consumers”); Catherine Tucker & Alexander Matthews, Social Networks, Advertising, and Antitrust, 19 GEO. MASON L. REV. 1211, 1211 (2012) (arguing that “it is not clear” that Facebook’s growth raises antitrust issues because consumers do not pay to use its social network); Geoffrey Manne & Joshua Wright, What’s An Internet Monopolist? A Reply to Professor Wu, TRUTH ON THE MARKET (Nov. 22, 2010), https://truthonthemarket.com/2010/11/22/whats-an-internet-monopolist-a-reply-to-professor-wu/questioning-whether-certain-large-technology-companies-possess-monopoly-power-on-the-grounds-that-many-of-them-give-away-their-products-for-free). See also Nathan Newman, You’re Not Google’s Customer—You’re the Product: Antitrust in a Web 2.0 World, HUFFINGTON POST (Mar. 29, 2011) (arguing for greater oversight of Google, while contending that “there is no market” for search engines, mapping software, or online video because Google offers those products for free).
However, others have rejected this argument and maintain that antitrust law has an important role to play in zero-price markets. Some of these commentators have argued that zero-price transactions are not in fact “free” to consumers, and that consumers ultimately “pay” for putatively “free” goods and services with both their attention and personal data. According to this line of argument, many of these consumers may actually be overpaying. That is, some observers have argued that certain “free” products and services may have negative equilibrium prices under competitive conditions, meaning that firms in the relevant markets would pay consumers for their attention and the use of their data if faced with sufficiently robust competition.

Other commentators have argued that firms offering zero-price products and services can compete on a variety of nonprice dimensions such as quality and privacy, and that antitrust law can promote consumer welfare in zero-price markets by ensuring that companies engage in these types of nonprice competition. This argument appears to have persuaded regulators at the DOJ. In a February 2019 speech, Makan Delrahim—the head of the Justice Department’s Antitrust Division—contended that antitrust law applies “in full” to zero-price markets because firms offering “free” products and services compete on a variety of dimensions other than price.

While many observers accordingly agree that zero-price markets are not categorically immune from antitrust scrutiny, the optimal approach to defining the scope of such markets remains open to debate. Some commentators have argued that regulators should modify the SSNIP test to account for quality-adjusted prices, creating a new methodology called the “small but significant and non-transitory decrease in quality” (SSNDQ) test. According to these academics, decreases in the quality of “free” services (e.g., a decline in the privacy protections offered by a social network) are tantamount to increases in the quality-adjusted prices of those services. Under the SSNDQ test, then, a firm offering “free” goods or services would possess monopoly power if it had the ability to profitably raise its quality-adjusted prices significantly above competitive levels.

In contrast, other analysts have proposed that courts and regulators evaluate the scope of zero-price markets by engaging in qualitative assessments of the degree to which various digital

---


45 Delrahim, supra note 39.

46 Rubinfeld & Gal, supra note 44, at 551; EC Digital Competition Report, supra note 44, at 45; The Role and Measurement of Quality in Competition Analysis, ORG. FOR ECON. COOPERATION AND DEV. 8-9 (2013); see also 2010 HORIZONTAL MERGER GUIDELINES § 1 (explaining that market definition focuses “on customers’ ability and willingness to substitute away from one product to another in response to a price increase or a corresponding non-price change such as a reduction in product quality or service”) (emphasis added).
products and services are “reasonably interchangeable.” For example, in a 2019 European Commission report on digital competition, a group of commentators proposed a “characteristics-based” approach to market definition for zero-price industries under which regulators would compare the functions of relevant digital services.\footnote{EC Digital Competition Report, supra note 44, at 45.}

This type of qualitative method for defining relevant product markets has some support in U.S. antitrust doctrine. As discussed, under \textit{Brown Shoe}’s “practical indicia” approach, a product’s “peculiar characteristics and uses” are relevant factors in determining the appropriate scope of an antitrust market.\footnote{Brown Shoe Co. v. United States, 370 U.S. 294, 325 (1962).} While lower courts have described such informal methods as “old school” in light of the sophisticated econometric evidence typically produced in contemporary antitrust litigation,\footnote{FTC v. Sysco Corp., 113 F. Supp. 3d 1, 27 n.2 (D.D.C. 2015) (noting that while the \textit{Brown Shoe} factors are “old school” and its analytical framework has been “relegated to the jurisprudential sidelines,” the decision remains good law).} they have also recognized that \textit{Brown Shoe} remains good law and have employed its “practical indicia” approach despite its somewhat anachronistic status.\footnote{See Newcal Indus., Inc. v. Ikon Office Solution, 513 F.3d 1038, 1045 (9th Cir. 2008); Rothery Storage & Van Co. v. Atlas Van Lines, Inc., 792 F.2d 210, 218 n.4 (D.C. Cir. 1986) (Bork, J.); United States v. H&R Block, Inc., 833 F. Supp. 2d 36, 51 (D.D.C. 2011); FTC v. Cardinal Health, Inc., 12 F. Supp. 2d 34, 46-49 (D.D.C. 1998); FTC v. Staples, Inc., 970 F. Supp. 1066, 1075-80 (D.D.C. 1997).} As a result, regulators may engage in qualitative comparisons of the functions of various digital services in assessing the scope of certain zero-price markets. Regulators could plausibly supplement such inquiries with surveys or other empirical evidence evaluating which products consumers regard as “reasonably interchangeable” with the product at issue in a given case.\footnote{See Christine Meyer, \textit{Designing and Using Surveys to Define Relevant Markets}, in ECONOMICS OF ANTITRUST: COMPLEX ISSUES IN A DYNAMIC ECONOMY 101, 101 (Lawrence Wu ed., 2007) (explaining that where econometric evidence of demand elasticities is unavailable, stated preference surveys are used to delineate the boundaries of relevant antitrust market(s)).}

Finally, a number of courts employing the \textit{Brown Shoe} criteria have emphasized “industry recognition” of the scope of certain markets. Specifically, these courts have relied on corporate conduct, internal strategy documents, and expert testimony to determine the types of companies that a defendant regards as competitors.\footnote{See Todd v. Exxon Corp., 275 F.3d 191, 205-06 (2d Cir. 2001); Henry v. Chloride, Inc., 809 F.2d 1334, 1342 (8th Cir. 1987); Staples, Inc., 970 F. Supp. at 1079-80.} Accordingly, courts and regulators may be able to rely on these types of qualitative evidence to determine the scope of certain zero-price digital markets.

**Market Shares: How Much Is Enough?** Once a Section 2 plaintiff has defined a relevant antitrust market, it must show that the defendant occupies a dominant share of that market. Courts have recognized that there is no fixed market-share figure that conclusively establishes that a defendant-company has monopoly power.\footnote{Kolon Indus. Inc. v. E.I. DuPont de Nemours & Co., 748 F.3d 160, 174 (4th Cir. 2014).} However, the Supreme Court has never held that a party with less than 75% market share has monopoly power.\footnote{\textit{Id.} See also Exxon Corp. v. Bertwick Bay Real Estates Partners, 748 F.2d 937, 940 (5th Cir. 1984) (per curiam) (“This Court has noted that monopolization is rarely found when the defendant’s share of the relevant market is below 70%.”).}

Lower court decisions provide a number of other useful data points. In the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit’s influential decision in \textit{United States v. Aluminum Co. of America}, Judge Learned Hand reasoned that (1) a 90% market share can be sufficient to establish a prima facie case of monopoly power, (2) a 60% or 64% share is unlikely to be sufficient, and (3) a 33% share
is “certainly” insufficient. Similarly, the Tenth Circuit has explained that courts generally require a market share between 70% and 80% to establish monopoly power. And the Third Circuit has reasoned that a defendant’s market share must be “significantly larger” than 55%, while holding that a share between 75% and 80% is “more than adequate” to establish a prima facie case of monopoly power.

### Entry Barriers

Several courts have held that proof that a defendant occupies a large market share is insufficient on its own to establish that the defendant has monopoly power. Instead, these courts have concluded that a defendant must also be insulated from potential competitors by significant entry barriers to possess the type of durable monopoly power necessary for a Section 2 case. Courts and commentators generally use the concept of entry barriers to refer to long-run costs facing new entrants but not incumbent firms, including (1) legal and regulatory requirements, (2) control of an “essential or superior resource,” (3) “entrenched buyer preferences for established brands,” (4) “capital market evaluations imposing higher capital costs on new entrants,” and (5) in certain circumstances, economies of scale.

The significance of any entry barriers shielding Big Tech companies is a fact-intensive question that will depend on the specific evidence that the DOJ and FTC uncover. However, commentators have identified a number of plausible entry barriers in certain digital markets, including:

- **Network Effects.** A digital platform benefits from network effects when its value to customers increases as more people use it. A platform exhibits “direct” or “same-side” network effects when its value to users on one side of the market increases as the number of users on that side of the market increases. Social networks arguably exhibit this category of network effects because their value to

---

55 United States v. Aluminum Co. of Am., 148 F.2d 416, 424 (2d Cir. 1945). This report references a number of decisions by federal appellate courts from various regional circuits. For purposes of brevity, references to a particular circuit in the body of this report (e.g., the Second Circuit) refer to the U.S. Court of Appeals for that particular circuit.

56 Colo. Interstate Gas Co. v. Natural Gas Pipeline Co. of Am., 885 F.2d 683, 694 n.18 (10th Cir. 1989) (citation omitted).


58 See Am. Council of Certified Podiatric Physicians & Surgeons v. Am. Bd. of Podiatric Surgery, Inc., 185 F.3d 606, 623 (6th Cir. 1999) (explaining that market share is “only a starting point for determining whether monopoly power exists,” and that “the inference of monopoly power does not automatically follow from the possession of a commanding market share”); Tops Mkts., Inc. v. Quality Mkts., Inc., 142 F.3d 90, 98 (2d Cir. 1998) (explaining that courts infer monopoly power “only after full consideration of the relationship between market share and other relevant characteristics”).

59 See Dentsply Int’l, Inc., 399 F.3d at 188-89 (“In evaluating monopoly power, it is not market share that counts, but the ability to maintain market share.”) (quoting United States v. Syufy Enters., 903 F.2d 659, 665-66 (9th Cir. 1990)); United States v. Microsoft Corp., 253 F.3d 34, 82 (D.C. Cir. 2001) (“[A] firm cannot possess monopoly power in a market unless that market is also protected by significant barriers to entry.”); AD/SAT v. Assoc. Press, 181 F.3d 216, 227 (2d Cir. 1999) (defining “monopoly power” as the ability to (1) charge prices “substantially above the competitive level,” and (2) “persist in doing so for a significant period without erosion by new entry or expansion”); W. Parcel Express v. UPS, 190 F.3d 974, 975 (9th Cir. 1999) (holding that a company with a large market share could not possess monopoly power because it was not protected by significant entry barriers); Colo. Interstate Gas Co., 885 F.2d at 695-96 (“If the evidence demonstrates that a firm’s ability to charge monopoly prices will necessarily be temporary, the firm will not possess the degree of market power required for the monopolization offense.”).

60 Los Angeles Land Co. v. Brunswick Corp., 6 F.3d 1422, 1427-28 & n.4 (9th Cir. 1993) (internal quotation omitted).

users is dependent on the number of other users that they are able to attract.\footnote{See Dina Srinivasan, The Antitrust Case Against Facebook: A Monopolist’s Journey Towards Pervasive Surveillance in Spite of Consumers’ Preference for Privacy, 16 BERKELEY BUS. L.J. 39, 54 (2019) (arguing that Facebook benefits from “direct network effects” whereby “each additional user that chose Facebook made the Facebook network more attractive to the next incremental user”).} In contrast, a platform exhibits “indirect” or “cross-side” network effects when its value to users on one side of the market increases as the number of users on the other side of the market increases.\footnote{CUSMANO, ET AL., supra note 61, at 17.} Search engines arguably benefit from indirect network effects because they become more valuable to advertisers as they attract additional users who can be targeted with ads. Some courts and commentators have concluded that both categories of network effects represent entry barriers that make it difficult for small firms to meaningfully compete with larger incumbents in certain digital markets.\footnote{For example, in United States v. Microsoft Corp., the D.C. Circuit concluded that Microsoft’s monopoly in the market for personal-computer operating systems was protected by entry barriers because software developers preferred to create software for Microsoft’s operating system rather than competing operating systems that had fewer users, while users preferred Microsoft’s operating system because it supported a wider variety of software than competing operating systems. See United States v. Microsoft Corp., 253 F.3d 34, 54-55 (D.C. Cir. 2001); see also MAURICE E. STUCKE & ALLEN P. GRUNES, BIG DATA AND COMPETITION POLICY 162-63 (2016); Chicago Digital Competition Report, supra note 43, at 15; UK Digital Competition Report, supra note 44, at 15; EC Digital Competition Report, supra note 44, at 20.}

- **The Advantages of Big Data.** A number of commentators have argued that the significant volume of user data generated by certain digital platforms confers important advantages on established companies.\footnote{Stucke & Grunes, supra note 64, at 7; Daniel L. Rubinfeld & Michael S. Gal, Access Barriers to Big Data, 59 ARIZ. L. REV. 339, 352-355 (2017); Howard A. Shelanski, Information, Innovation, and Competition Policy for the Internet, 161 U. PA. L. REV. 1663, 1678-82 (2013); Chicago Digital Competition Report, supra note 43, at 21-28; UK Digital Competition Report, supra note 44, at 32-33.} According to this theory, large firms with access to significant amounts of data can use that data to improve the quality of their products and services (e.g., by increasing the accuracy of a search engine, improving targeted advertising, or offering targeted discounts)—a process that attracts additional customers, who in turn generate more data.\footnote{Stucke & Grunes, supra note 64, at 64, at 170-85.} Some commentators have accordingly argued that access to “big data” can result in a feedback loop that reinforces the dominance of large firms.\footnote{Id.; Shelanski, supra note 65, at 1681; UK Digital Competition Report, supra note 44, at 32-34.}

- **Costs of Switching and Multi-Homing.** Some commentators have argued that consumers in certain digital markets are unlikely to switch from one platform to another or use multiple platforms simultaneously—a phenomenon that advantages large established companies.\footnote{Shelanski, supra note 65, at 1683-84; Chicago Digital Competition Report, supra note 43, at 18-21; UK Digital Competition Report, supra note 44, at 36-37; EC Digital Competition Report, supra note 44, at 57-58.} These “lock-in” effects can have a variety of causes. A digital platform’s customers may be dissuaded from switching to another platform by the prospect of losing their photos, contacts, search history, apps, or other personal data.\footnote{Chicago Digital Competition Report, supra note 43, at 18-21; EC Digital Competition Report, supra note 44, at 48.} To similar effect, technology companies may “tie” various products or services together through contractual requirements or technical impediments that prevent customers from...
simultaneously using competing products or services. Finally, some consumers may exhibit behavioral biases that render their initial choice of a platform “sticky,” making them unlikely to switch platforms even when presented with superior alternatives. All of these factors can create a powerful “first-mover advantage” for incumbent firms that deters potential competitors.

In contrast, others have questioned whether digital markets exhibit significant entry barriers. For example, Google has repeatedly denied the claim that it is insulated from rivals, arguing that consumers incur low costs in switching to alternative search engines because competition is only “one click away.” Similarly, other commentators have argued that the history of upstart rivals supplanting once-dominant technology companies suggests that any monopoly power in dynamic technology markets is unlikely to be durable.

Exclusionary Conduct

In addition to establishing that a defendant possesses monopoly power, Section 2 plaintiffs must demonstrate that the defendant engaged in exclusionary conduct to achieve, maintain, or enhance that power. While the Supreme Court has developed tests for evaluating whether specific categories of behavior qualify as prohibited exclusionary conduct, it has not endorsed a general standard for distinguishing such conduct from permissible commercial activities. However, courts have made clear that exclusionary conduct must involve harm to the competitive process and not simply harm to a defendant’s competitors. The following subsections discuss how courts have evaluated specific categories of behavior under Section 2.

Predatory Pricing

A monopolist can violate Section 2 by pricing its products below cost to eliminate competitors—a practice commonly known as “predatory pricing.” However, because price cutting ordinarily
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benefits consumers, the Supreme Court has “carefully limited” the circumstances in which charging low prices qualifies as impermissible exclusionary conduct. Specifically, under the so-called *Brooke Group* test, a plaintiff bringing predatory-pricing claims must show that a monopolist (1) priced the relevant product below an appropriate measure of cost, and (2) had a “dangerous probability” of recouping its losses by raising prices upon the elimination of its competitors. The Court has defended *Brooke Group*’s safe harbor for above-cost pricing on the grounds that courts cannot identify anticompetitive above-cost prices without chilling legitimate price competition. Similarly, the Court has explained that a “dangerous probability” of recoupment is necessary to state a predatory-pricing claim because without recoupment, low prices enhance consumer welfare.

Some commentators have suggested that there may be cognizable affirmative defenses to predatory-pricing allegations even when the two *Brooke Group* requirements are satisfied. Specifically, firms accused of predatory pricing may be able to defend such charges on the grounds that certain below-cost pricing practices are procompetitive. For example, in a DOJ lawsuit targeting collusion in the e-book industry, regulators explained their decision not to pursue predatory-pricing charges against Amazon on the grounds that the company charged below-cost prices for certain categories of e-books because it intended those books to be “loss leaders.” Unlike a firm that engages in predatory pricing—which charges below-cost prices for certain products with an eye towards recouping its losses by charging monopoly prices for those products upon the elimination of competitors—a firm that sells a loss-leader charges below-cost prices to induce consumers to purchase other goods or services at above-cost prices. Similarly, some commentators have suggested that below-cost prices that are intended to be promotional in nature or develop the type of user base necessary to realize network effects should not be condemned under Section 2.

The application of predatory-pricing doctrine to Big Tech markets is discussed in greater detail in “Amazon” *infra*.

### Refusals to Deal and Essential Facilities

**Refusals to Deal.** The Supreme Court has explained that companies are generally free to choose their business partners and counterparties. However, the Court has held that Section 2 requires monopolists to do business with their rivals in certain limited circumstances. In its key modern refusal-to-deal decision, *Aspen Skiing Co. v. Aspen Highlands Skiing Co.*, the Court affirmed a
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jury verdict holding a dominant ski-service operator liable under Section 2 for refusing to do business with a competitor. The defendant in Aspen Skiing—a ski-service operator that owned three of the four mountains in a popular skiing area—terminated a joint venture with the owner of the fourth mountain under which the companies offered a combined four-mountain ski pass. The defendant also refused to sell its daily ski tickets to the competitor to prevent the competitor from creating an alternative ticket package that functionally replicated the previous offering. In affirming the verdict finding the dominant ski operator liable under Section 2, the Court explained that the jury could have reasonably concluded that the defendant elected to forgo short-term benefits from the joint venture and ticket sales to eliminate its rival from the market. According to the Court, this conclusion was reasonable because (1) ceased what was presumably a profitable course of dealing, (2) refused to sell its tickets to the competitor at prevailing retail prices, and (3) failed to offer a plausible efficiency-based justification for its conduct.

However, the Court has subsequently construed Aspen Skiing narrowly. In Verizon Communications, Inc. v. Law Offices of Curtis V. Trinko, LLP, the Court rejected the argument that Section 2 required a monopolist in the market for wholesale local telephone service to offer adequate interconnection services to its downstream rivals in the market for retail phone service. In reaching this conclusion, the Court characterized its previous decision in Aspen Skiing as “at or near the outer boundary” of Section 2 liability. The Court then distinguished that case on the grounds that unlike the dominant ski-service operator in Aspen Skiing, the wholesale telephone-service monopolist had not ceased a previous course of dealing with its competitors. The Court also observed that unlike the defendant in Aspen Skiing, the monopolist in Trinko did not refuse to sell its competitors a product that it offered to the public—another factor that can suggest an anticompetitive intent to forgo short-term profits to eliminate rivals. In the absence of these factors, the Court explained, Section 2 did not require the telephone monopolist to do business with its competitors.

Essential Facilities. A number of lower courts have recognized a subset of cases in which monopolists have a duty to deal with rivals under what has been called the “essential-facilities” doctrine. In developing this doctrine, lower courts have relied principally on the Supreme Court’s decisions in United States v. Terminal Railroad Association of St. Louis and Otter Tail Power Co. v. United States. In Terminal Railroad Association of St. Louis, the Court held that a
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consortium of railroads that controlled the facilities necessary to carry traffic across the Mississippi River in St. Louis violated Section 2 by refusing to grant other railroads access to those facilities. 98 Similarly, in *Otter Tail Power Co.*, the Court held that a vertically integrated power company violated Section 2 by refusing to transmit wholesale power to municipalities seeking to operate their own retail distribution systems. 99

According to the leading formulation of the essential-facilities doctrine that has been derived from these decisions, a plaintiff bringing an essential-facilities claim must show that (1) a monopolist controls access to an “essential” facility, (2) competitors cannot “practically or reasonably” duplicate that facility, (3) the monopolist has denied access to the facility to a competitor, and (4) the monopolist can feasibly share access to the facility. 100

In applying this test, courts have held that a facility need not be “indispensable” to qualify as “essential.” Rather, essential-facilities plaintiffs need only establish that duplication of the facility would be “economically infeasible,” and that the denial of its use “inflicts a severe handicap on potential market entrants.” 101 However, plaintiffs must show more than mere “inconvenience” to prevail on an essential-facilities cause of action, 102 and courts have accordingly rejected Section 2 claims when plaintiffs had reasonable alternatives to the relevant facility. 103 In assessing the third element of the essential-facilities test—which asks whether a dominant firm has denied access to an essential facility—courts have held that although monopolists need not allow competitors “absolute equality of access,” 104 an offer to deal with competitors “only on unreasonable terms and conditions” may violate Section 2 by amounting to “a practical refusal to deal.” 105 Finally, in assessing the “feasibility” requirement for essential-facilities claims, several courts have held that the viability of sharing an essential facility must be assessed in the context of a company’s “normal business operations,” and that monopolists accordingly need not share such facilities if they can identify “legitimate business reasons” for refusing access. 106
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The application of the refusal-to-deal and essential-facilities doctrines to specific Big Tech companies is discussed in greater detail in “Google Search: Refusals to Deal and Essential Facilities” and “Amazon” infra.

**Tying and Exclusionary Product Design**

In certain circumstances, “tying” separate products together—that is, selling one product (the “tying” product) on the condition that buyers also purchase another product (the “tied” product)—can violate Section 2. Firms can tie products together in a variety of ways. In a “bundled tie,” a company simultaneously sells two or more products, one of which it does not sell separately. In contrast, “contractual ties” often involve a requirement that a buyer purchase different products at different times. And firms engage in “technological ties” when they physically integrate different products that are not sold separately or design their products in a way that makes them incompatible with products offered by other firms.

According to the Supreme Court, certain tying arrangements can harm competition by allowing a firm with monopoly power in the market for the tying product to extend its dominance into the market for the tied product. Some commentators have also argued that tying arrangements can allow a monopolist to maintain its monopoly in the tying-product market by requiring potential rivals to enter both that market and the market for the tied product, which can act as a formidable entry barrier.

Under contemporary tying doctrine, a plaintiff can establish that a defendant engaged in *per se* illegal tying if it can demonstrate (1) the existence of two separate products, (2) that the defendant conditioned the sale of one product on the purchase the other product, (3) that the arrangement affects a “substantial volume” of interstate commerce, and (4) that the defendant has market power in the market for the tying product. However, plaintiffs can also prevail on tying claims even if they cannot make these showings. When one or more of these conditions is absent, courts evaluate tying claims under a totality-of-the-circumstances approach known as the Rule of Reason. Under this three-step burden-shifting framework, the plaintiff bears the initial burden of establishing that a challenged tying arrangement harms competition. If the plaintiff makes this

at 544-45. While a number of lower courts have recognized the essential-facilities doctrine and applied the general principles discussed above, the Supreme Court’s decision in *Trinko* limited its scope. In *Trinko*, the Court asserted that it had never recognized the essential-facilities doctrine, which it instead characterized as having been “crafted by some lower courts.” Verizon Commc’ns Inc. v. Law Offices of Curtis V. Trinko, LLP, 540 U.S. 398, 410-11 (2004). The Court then explained that it did not need to endorse or repudiate the doctrine in *Trinko* because an essential-facilities claim would fail on the facts of that case. Specifically, the Court held that such a claim would fail because the allegedly essential facility—adequate interconnection services for retail local telephone service—was separately regulated by a federal agency with the power “to compel sharing and to regulate its scope and terms,” meaning that the facilities were not truly “unavailable” to competitors. *Id.* at 411 (quoting PHILLIP AREEDA & HERBERT HOVENKAMP, ANTITRUST LAW ¶ 773e, at 150 (2003 Supp.)).
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showing, the burden shifts to the defendant to rebut the plaintiff’s case with evidence that the challenged tying arrangement has procompetitive benefits. And if the defendant succeeds in rebutting the plaintiff’s prima facie case, the factfinder must weigh the procompetitive benefits of a challenged tying arrangement against its anticompetitive harms. 112

In addition to these general principles of tying doctrine, lower courts have developed a separate body of case law concerning technological ties—a category of conduct that is sometimes described as “exclusionary product design.” The standard exclusionary-design claim alleges that a monopolist changed a product’s design in a way that makes the product difficult or impossible to use with complementary products sold by other firms, thereby extending its dominance into the market for the complementary products in a manner that is broadly similar to the effects of other sorts of tying arrangements. One commentator has described the case law on exclusionary design as “somewhat tangled,” but certain broad principles can be distilled from the relevant decisions. 113

Generally courts are “very skeptical” about exclusionary-design claims out of fear that expansive liability for design decisions will chill innovation. 114 In California Computer Products v. IBM Corp., for example, the Ninth Circuit rejected claims that a dominant computer manufacturer violated Section 2 by introducing a new line of computers that were integrated with certain “peripherals” (e.g., disks and memory devices) and incompatible with peripherals sold by other companies. 115 The court rejected this argument on the grounds that the manufacturer’s integration of the peripherals lowered its costs and improved the computers’ performance. 116 The Second Circuit adopted a standard that is even more deferential toward exclusionary-design defendants in Berkey Photo, Inc. v. Eastman Kodak Co., where it held that a dominant camera manufacturer had not violated Section 2 by launching a new camera and film that were incompatible with products sold by a rival. 117 In that decision, the court held that the defendant had not engaged in exclusionary conduct even when faced with conflicting evidence as to whether the new camera was superior to previous versions. In the face of this evidence, the court opted to defer to market forces, explaining that consumers should be left to determine whether they preferred the new product. 118

However, the D.C. Circuit’s landmark 2001 decision in United States v. Microsoft Corp. marked a departure from previous exclusionary-design cases. 119 In that case, the court evaluated Microsoft’s integration of its internet-browser software (Internet Explorer) with its dominant personal-computer operating system (Windows OS). Microsoft had effectuated this integration in three ways: by (1) excluding Internet Explorer programs from Windows OS’s “Add/Remove Programs” function, (2) programming Windows to sometimes override users’ choice to set browsers other than Internet Explorer as their default browsers, and (3) commingling Internet Explorer’s code with Windows code so that any attempt to delete Internet Explorer would cripple the operating system. 120 The government alleged that this conduct harmed competition in the
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market for internet browsers by deterring consumers from using browsers other than Internet Explorer.

In evaluating Microsoft’s product design, the D.C. Circuit employed the Rule of Reason. At the first step of that inquiry, the court concluded that the government had made a prima facie case that each of the challenged practices harmed competition in the market for internet browsers, shifting the burden to Microsoft to identify procompetitive justifications for its actions. In the D.C. Circuit proceeded to conclude that Microsoft successfully rebutted the government’s case against the second category of challenged conduct—programming Windows to sometimes override default browser choices—because the company proffered valid technical reasons for its programming decisions. However, the court held that because Microsoft failed to establish that the remaining categories of conduct had procompetitive benefits, that conduct violated Section 2.

In contrast, some post-Microsoft decisions from other federal circuits have been more favorable to exclusionary-design defendants. In Allied Orthopedic Appliances, Inc. v. Tyco Health Care Group LP, the Ninth Circuit eliminated the third step of the Rule-of-Reason test and refused to “balance” a challenged design’s procompetitive benefits against its anticompetitive harms. Instead, the court rejected exclusionary-design claims on the grounds that it was “undisputed” that the new product had improved upon previous versions in certain respects. In such cases, the court explained, a monopolist’s design change is “necessarily tolerated by the antitrust laws” irrespective of its anticompetitive effects. The lower federal courts are accordingly split on the proper analytical approach to exclusionary-design claims.

The application of tying and exclusionary-design doctrine to specific Big Tech companies is discussed in greater detail in “Android: Tying and Exclusive Dealing” and “Apple” infra.

**Exclusive Dealing**

In certain circumstances, a monopolist can violate Section 2 by entering into “exclusive-dealing” agreements with its customers or suppliers—that is, agreements in which a buyer agrees to purchase certain goods or services only from the monopolist or a seller agrees to sell certain goods and services only to the monopolist for a certain time period. Such agreements can be anticompetitive when they allow a monopolist to harm competition by “foreclosing” potential sources of supply or distribution. For example, if a dominant widget manufacturer enters into exclusive-dealing arrangements with a significant number of large widget retailers, other widget manufacturers may be unable to secure an adequate distribution network. However, exclusive-dealing arrangements can also be procompetitive. For example, some exclusive-dealing agreements allow manufacturers to overcome free-rider problems by enabling them to train their distributors without fearing that the distributors will use that training to sell rival products.
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other cases, exclusive-dealing arrangements may serve the procompetitive objective of allowing a company to guarantee a secure source of supply or distribution.\textsuperscript{128}

Lower federal courts evaluate exclusive-dealing agreements under the Rule of Reason and accordingly weigh their anticompetitive harms against their procompetitive benefits. In conducting this analysis, courts have required plaintiffs to demonstrate that a challenged exclusivity provision resulted in “substantial foreclosure” of supply or distribution.\textsuperscript{129} The exclusive-dealing case law does not provide definitive guidance on the degree of foreclosure that qualifies as “substantial,” as courts have varied considerably in the degree of foreclosure that they consider unlawful.\textsuperscript{130} However, an author of the leading antitrust treatise has argued that single-firm foreclosure of less than 30% is unlikely to harm competition.\textsuperscript{131} In addition to requiring that plaintiffs demonstrate substantial foreclosure, courts have evaluated a range of other factors in exclusive-dealing cases, including the duration of specific exclusivity provisions, the strength of the defendant’s procompetitive justification for the provisions, whether the defendant has engaged in coercive behavior, and the use of exclusive-dealing agreements by the defendant’s competitors.\textsuperscript{132}

The application of exclusive-dealing doctrine to Big Tech markets is discussed in greater detail in “Android: Tying and Exclusive Dealing” and “Google AdSense: Exclusive Dealing” infra.

**Section 7 of the Clayton Act: Mergers and Acquisitions**

While Section 2 of the Sherman Act is concerned with unilateral exclusionary conduct, Section 7 of the Clayton Antitrust Act of 1914 prohibits mergers and acquisitions that may “substantially lessen” competition.\textsuperscript{133} Section 7 applies to both “horizontal” mergers between competitors in the same market and “vertical” mergers between companies at different levels of a distribution chain.\textsuperscript{134} In evaluating horizontal mergers, the DOJ and FTC typically evaluate the merged firm’s market share and the resulting level of concentration in the relevant market, in addition to any efficiencies that the combined company will likely realize as a result of the proposed merger.\textsuperscript{135}

In contrast, vertical mergers may raise competition concerns when they involve a firm with significant power in one market entering an adjacent market, which may foreclose potential sources of supply or distribution and raise entry barriers by requiring the firm’s potential competitors to enter both markets to be competitive. For example, if a dominant widget manufacturer acquires a widget retailer, it may have incentives to discriminate against competing widget retailers by charging them higher prices or refusing to deal with them altogether. As a
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result of this vertical discrimination, such a merger may force prospective widget retailers to also enter widget manufacturing to be competitive, raising entry barriers in the retail market.\textsuperscript{136} Despite these potential concerns with certain vertical mergers, the DOJ and FTC police such mergers far less aggressively than horizontal mergers, largely on the basis of academic work suggesting that vertical integration can result in significant efficiencies and only rarely threatens competition.\textsuperscript{137} However, whether the antitrust agencies should scrutinize vertical mergers more closely remains a subject of ongoing debate.\textsuperscript{138}

The DOJ and FTC apply Section 7 by reviewing large proposed mergers before they are finalized, though the agencies also have the authority to unwind consummated mergers. Under the Hart-Scott-Rodino Antitrust Improvements Act of 1976 (the HSR Act), parties to certain large mergers and acquisitions must report their proposed transactions to the antitrust agencies and wait for approval before closing.\textsuperscript{139} If the agencies determine that a proposed merger threatens to “substantially lessen” competition, they can sue to block the merger or negotiate conditions with the companies to safeguard competition.\textsuperscript{140} Section 7 of the Clayton Act also gives the agencies the authority to challenge previously closed mergers that “substantially lessen” competition, though lawsuits to unwind consummated mergers have been “rare” since the enactment of the HSR Act.\textsuperscript{141}

The application of Section 7 to Big Tech markets is discussed in greater detail in “Facebook” infra.

\textbf{Antitrust and Big Tech: Possible Cases Against the Big Four}

Applying the general legal principles discussed above to specific technology companies is a highly fact-intensive enterprise that will depend on the specific evidence that the DOJ and FTC uncover during their investigations.\textsuperscript{142} Moreover, the agencies have yet to publicly release details on the categories of conduct that they are evaluating in the course of their Big Tech inquiries, making it difficult to confidently assess the strength of antitrust cases against the relevant companies. With these caveats in mind, the following subsections discuss certain categories of conduct that the antitrust agencies may be investigating at each of the Big Four.
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Google

Google is no stranger to antitrust scrutiny. The technology giant—which runs Google Search, licenses the Android mobile operating system, and owns a major online ad-broking platform (AdSense)—has found itself in the crosshairs of competition authorities several times over the past decade. In 2013, the FTC concluded a wide-ranging investigation into the company’s business practices, including its alleged discrimination against vertical rivals, copying of content from other websites, restrictions on advertisers’ ability to do business with competing search engines, and exclusivity agreements with websites that used AdSense. While agency staff had recommended that the FTC bring a lawsuit challenging some of these activities, the Commission unanimously declined to pursue such an action after Google committed to make certain changes to its business practices.

In contrast, European antitrust authorities have pursued three separate investigations of Google that have each resulted in large fines. In June 2017, the European Commission (EC) fined Google 2.4 billion euros for antitrust violations related to Google Search’s preferential treatment of the company’s comparison-shopping service, Google Shopping. The EC later levied an additional 4.3 billion-euro penalty in July 2018 for tying and exclusive-dealing arrangements related to Android. And in March 2019, the EC imposed a further 1.49 billion-euro penalty for exclusive- and restrictive-dealing agreements involving AdSense.

While the focus of the DOJ’s inquiry into Google’s conduct remains somewhat obscure, the investigation is likely to implicate some of the same practices that have occupied the attention of European antitrust authorities. The subsections below discuss these issues in turn.

Google Search: Refusals to Deal and Essential Facilities

Google Search’s allegedly preferential treatment of Google content has long been the subject of government investigations and academic discussion. The basic concern of these “search bias” allegations is the familiar worry about vertically integrated monopolists harming competition by discriminating against rivals who depend on a monopolized input or distribution channel.

According to some critics, Google Search has monopoly power in the market for general-purpose (”horizontal”) online search—power that Google has used to harm competition in the markets for
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various forms of specialized ("vertical") search by privileging its own vertical properties over those of its downstream competitors.\textsuperscript{150}

The FTC evaluated these “search bias” complaints during its 2011-2013 investigation, which examined whether Google unfairly promoted its own vertical properties like Google Maps, Google Local, and Google Trips over competitors like MapQuest, Yelp, and Expedia.\textsuperscript{151} Specifically, these complaints alleged that Google Search privileged Google’s vertical content by (1) introducing a “Universal Search” box that prominently displayed that content above rival websites, and (2) manipulating its search algorithms to demote vertical competitors in its search results. However, the FTC ultimately declined to pursue a lawsuit related to these practices after concluding that Google’s “primary goal” in privileging its own content was to quickly answer users’ search queries and improve the quality of its search results.\textsuperscript{152} In contrast, the EC concluded in June 2017 that Google’s preferential treatment of Google Shopping violated EU antitrust law by harming competition in the market for comparison-shopping services.\textsuperscript{153}

If the DOJ were to reevaluate Google’s alleged search bias, it would face the threshold question of whether Google in fact possesses monopoly power in the market for horizontal search. During the FTC’s previous investigation, agency staff concluded that horizontal search “likely” constituted a properly defined antitrust market and that Google had monopoly power in that market in light of its 71\% market share.\textsuperscript{154} More recent estimates place Google’s share of the horizontal search-engine market even higher.\textsuperscript{155} Moreover, certain academic reports on digital competition suggest that Google Search may be protected by significant entry barriers in the form of high fixed costs and access to the special algorithms.\textsuperscript{156}

However, several commentators have disputed the proposition that Google Search has monopoly power. Some of these observers have argued that the relevant market in an antitrust lawsuit based on Google’s alleged “search bias” would be larger than the market for horizontal search, because users of horizontal search engines have reasonable alternatives to obtain information on the internet, including websites like Facebook, Twitter, and Amazon.\textsuperscript{157} Some skeptics have also argued that even if horizontal search is a properly defined antitrust market, Google’s large share of that market does not necessarily give it monopoly power. According to these commentators, the low costs that consumers incur in switching to alternative search engines and the ability of
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those competing search engines to immediately increase “output” cast doubt on the claim that Google has monopoly power.\textsuperscript{158}

If the DOJ could establish that Google has monopoly power, it would then need to show that Google’s allegedly preferential treatment of its vertical properties represents an anticompetitive abuse of that power.\textsuperscript{159} Such a showing may be difficult under existing monopolization doctrine. In Aspen Skiing, the Supreme Court held that a monopolist’s refusal to deal with a competitor can violate Section 2 where the evidence suggests that the refusal was motivated by a desire to sacrifice short-term profits in order to eliminate the competitor from the market.\textsuperscript{160} In that case, the Court held that a jury could have reasonably found such a desire because the defendant had terminated what was presumably a profitable course of dealing with its rival and refused to sell its daily ski tickets to the rival at prevailing retail prices.\textsuperscript{161} However, in Trinko, the Court narrowly construed Aspen Skiing, describing it as “at or near the outer boundary” of Section 2 liability.\textsuperscript{162} The Trinko Court proceeded to reject refusal-to-deal claims because the defendant in that case had not ceased a previous course of dealing or refused to sell its competitors a product that it sold to the public.\textsuperscript{163}

The Court’s decision in Trinko makes a refusal-to-deal case against Google difficult for several reasons. First, Google did not have previous courses of dealing with the websites that received high placement in its search results before the company implemented its allegedly discriminatory policies. While Google’s search algorithm ranked these websites highly before this alleged discrimination, the websites did not pay Google for their high placement. Moreover, even if Google’s relationships with these websites qualify as established courses of dealing, it is unlikely that Google’s termination of those dealings involved a sacrifice of short-term profits that the company intends to recoup with long-term monopoly prices. Instead, Google’s decision to give its own content premium placement likely maximizes the company’s short-term profits by generating more user clicks, even if such actions also harm its vertical competitors. As a result, the factors that Trinko appears to have identified as necessary conditions for a refusal-to-deal claim would likely be absent in a case challenging Google’s alleged search bias.\textsuperscript{164}

A lawsuit challenging Google’s vertical discrimination would also face difficulties under the essential-facilities doctrine. First, it is unclear whether high placement in Google’s search results represents an “essential” facility. One court has held that a facility can qualify as “essential” when the denial of its use “inflicts a severe handicap on potential market entrants.”\textsuperscript{165} However, plaintiffs must show more than mere “inconvenience” in order to prevail on an essential-facilities cause of action,\textsuperscript{166} and courts have accordingly rejected Section 2 claims when plaintiffs had reasonable alternatives to the relevant facility.\textsuperscript{167} While premium placement in Google’s search
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results was likely an important benefit for some of Google’s vertical rivals, it is uncertain whether such placement would qualify as “essential” under these standards given the other ways in which vertical search engines can reach potential customers. Moreover, it is unlikely that a plaintiff could demonstrate that Google can “feasibly” share this allegedly essential facility. As one commentator has argued, only one website can receive the highest ranking in Google’s search results, meaning that Google cannot give top placement to its own vertical properties and their competitors. Finally, Google may be able to identify legitimate business reasons for giving its own content premium placement. After its 2011-2013 investigation of Google’s search bias, the FTC declined to pursue a lawsuit on the grounds that the company’s use of the “Universal Search” box and privileging of its own content were motivated by a desire to quickly answer users’ search queries. Google is therefore likely to rely on similar arguments in any actions challenging its search practices.

Android: Tying and Exclusive Dealing

In addition to evaluating Google’s alleged search bias, the DOJ may follow the lead of European antitrust authorities in investigating the company’s practices involving its Android mobile operating system. In a July 2018 press release announcing a record-setting antitrust fine, the EC concluded that Google occupied a dominant position in three markets related to the Commission’s Android investigation. First, the EC concluded that Google occupied a dominant position in the market for “general licensable smart mobile operating systems” through Android. Second, the EC determined that Google occupied a dominant position in the market for “app stores for the Android operating system” through its app store Google Play. Finally, the EC concluded that Google occupied a dominant position in the market for “general Internet search” through Google Search. After identifying these markets in which Google is dominant, the EC determined that Google had abused its monopoly positions by engaging in three separate categories of behavior:

- **First,** the EC concluded that Google illegally “tied” the Google Search app and Google Chrome web browser to the Google Play store. Specifically, the EC determined that Google harmed competition in the online-search market by requiring mobile device manufacturers who pre-install Google Play to also pre-install Google Search and Google Chrome (which uses Google Search as its default search engine). According to the EC, this type of mandated pre-installation can create a “status quo bias” that discourages consumers from downloading competing search engines and web browsers.
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• **Second,** the EC concluded that Google made illegal payments to certain large device manufacturers in exchange for their agreement to *exclusively* pre-install Google Search on all of their Android devices.

• **Third,** the EC concluded that Google illegally obstructed the development and distribution of competing Android operating systems by requiring that device manufacturers who pre-install Google Play and Google Search refrain from selling any devices that ran alternative versions of Android that Google had not approved (“Android forks”).

Google is currently appealing the EC’s decision.

**Tying.** A DOJ lawsuit targeting Google’s “tying” of Google Search and Google Chrome to Google Play would raise a number of complex issues. First, a court evaluating such a lawsuit would have to determine whether this conduct is *per se* illegal or instead subject to Rule-of-Reason scrutiny. As discussed, plaintiffs can establish a *per se* tying violation by demonstrating (1) the existence of two separate products, (2) that the defendant conditioned the sale of one product on the purchase the other product, (3) that the arrangement affects a “substantial volume” of interstate commerce, and (4) that the defendant has market power in the market for the tying product. However, courts have applied these requirements narrowly, and the D.C. Circuit held in *Microsoft* that the unique features of software platforms makes *per se* liability inappropriate for ties involving such platforms and related products.

The general trend away from *per se* tying liability and the D.C. Circuit’s *Microsoft* decision suggest that a court would likely evaluate Google’s tying arrangements under the Rule of Reason. As an initial matter, it is unclear whether mandatory pre-installation of the relevant apps represents the type of “forced sale” necessary to trigger *per se* liability under the relevant case law. During its Android enforcement action, the EC contended that mandatory pre-installation had significant effects on consumer behavior by discouraging Android users from downloading alternative search engines and web browsers. However, this allegation is an empirical claim about a relatively novel business practice, and the Supreme Court has explained that *per se* antitrust liability is appropriate only when courts have sufficient experience with a challenged practice to conclude that it lacks significant redeeming virtues. Limited judicial experience with the effects of mandatory pre-installation (as opposed to conditional *sales*) may accordingly counsel against *per se* liability for Google’s Android ties.

Moreover, this hesitance to extend *per se* antitrust rules to novel business arrangements caused the D.C. Circuit to conclude in *Microsoft* that ties involving software-platform products are
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subject to Rule-of-Reason scrutiny. While Google’s Android ties differ from the ties at issue in *Microsoft* in certain respects, commentators have observed that a tying case against Google would raise issues that are “very similar” to those the D.C. Circuit confronted roughly two decades ago. As a result, a court evaluating Google’s tying of Google Search and Google Chrome to Google Play may follow the D.C. Circuit and evaluate such conduct under the Rule of Reason.

In balancing the anticompetitive harms of these ties against their procompetitive benefits under the Rule of Reason, courts will likely focus on the general concern that motivated the EC’s enforcement action—namely, the worry that Android users who find Google Search and Google Chrome pre-installed on their devices are unlikely to download and use alternative search engines. The magnitude of this concern is a fact-intensive question that will depend on the specific evidence concerning the effects of pre-installation that the DOJ can uncover.

If the DOJ produces evidence that Google’s tying arrangements harm competition, a Section 2 case will depend on the strength of the company’s procompetitive justifications for these practices. During the EC litigation, Google argued that the relevant ties ultimately benefitted consumers because the revenue the company derived from increased use of Google Search by Android users allowed it to license Android to device makers for free. However, the EC rejected this claim and concluded that Google can monetize its investment in Android by other means.

U.S. regulators and courts have the benefit of additional information on this issue. After the EC’s decision, Google announced that instead of offering a suite of apps to device makers for free, it will charge manufacturers licensing fees for Google Play and certain other apps to make up for the revenue it previously earned as a result of the challenged tying arrangements. Some commentators have argued that this development raises questions about whether the EC’s decision will ultimately benefit consumers, who may face higher device prices because of the new licensing fees. But the legal relevance of this argument—that a decision attempting to promote competition in one market (online search) will harm consumers in another market (mobile devices)—remains open to debate. In horizontal-restraint and merger cases, some courts have rejected the proposition that competitive harms in one market can be balanced against competitive benefits in another market. However, other courts have taken a different approach, concluding that it is appropriate to consider such cross-market tradeoffs in certain instances.
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including tying cases.\textsuperscript{185} Antitrust commentators also continue to debate whether and in what circumstances courts should balance harms in one market against benefits in another.\textsuperscript{186} As a result, it is difficult to predict whether a court would accept the argument that any harm caused by Google’s tying arrangements in the market for online search should be balanced against benefits in the market for mobile devices. Antitrust regulators, by contrast, may engage in such balancing in deciding whether to bring a case, whether or not cross-market tradeoffs would be relevant during subsequent litigation.\textsuperscript{187}

**Exclusive Dealing.** Like a potential tying case, a challenge to Google’s exclusivity agreements with device manufacturers would depend on the specific facts the DOJ uncovers during its investigation. In evaluating any payments Google has made to U.S. device makers in exchange for their agreement to pre-install only Google Search, a court would likely assess the impact of pre-installation on consumer behavior, the share of the market “foreclosed” by such agreements, the ability of competing search engines to offer such payments, and the strength of Google’s procompetitive justifications for the payments.\textsuperscript{188} Similarly, a court evaluating Google’s requirement that device manufacturers who pre-install Google Play and Google Search refrain from selling any devices that run Android forks would apply the Rule of Reason and balance the anticompetitive harms of that restriction against its procompetitive benefits. On the “harm” side of the ledger, U.S. regulators might follow the EC in arguing that such a restriction obstructs the development of Android forks, which may serve as important channels for the distribution of search engines and other apps that compete with Google products. In contrast, Google may respond (as it argued in the EC litigation) that this restriction is necessary to prevent a “fragmentation” of the Android ecosystem in which consumers would impute the poor technical standards of nonapproved Android forks to Android. However, the EC rejected this argument after concluding that Google failed to produce evidence suggesting that Android forks would suffer from serious technical problems.\textsuperscript{189} U.S. antitrust regulators may also be able to rebut this “fragmentation” argument by demonstrating that Google could brand Android in a way that would adequately distinguish it from Android forks and thereby achieve the relevant procompetitive benefit by less restrictive means.\textsuperscript{190}

**Google AdSense: Exclusive Dealing**

Finally, the DOJ may be investigating Google’s agreements with websites that use its ad-brokering platform AdSense, which connects advertisers with “publisher” websites seeking ad revenue. During the FTC’s 2011–2013 investigation, agency staff concluded that clauses in these
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agreements that prohibited or restricted publisher websites from doing business with competing ad-brokering platforms violated Section 2.\textsuperscript{191} However, the FTC did not address this issue in announcing its unanimous decision not to charge Google with antitrust violations.\textsuperscript{192}

In contrast, the EC concluded in March 2019 that similar clauses in Google’s agreements with publisher websites violated EU antitrust law. In a press release announcing its conclusions, the EC identified three factual findings from its investigation:

- \textit{First}, the EC found that from 2006-2009, some of Google’s agreements with publisher websites contained “exclusivity” clauses prohibiting the websites from doing business with competing ad-brokering platforms.
- \textit{Second}, the EC found that after 2009, Google began to replace these “exclusivity” clauses with “Premium Placement” clauses that required publisher websites to reserve the most visited and profitable spaces on their search results pages for ads brokered by AdSense.
- \textit{Third}, the EC found that after 2009, some of Google’s agreements with publisher websites required the websites to seek Google’s written approval before making changes to the way that ads brokered by rival platforms were displayed, allowing Google to control how attractive those ads would be.\textsuperscript{193}

The EC concluded that by engaging in these practices, Google used its dominant position in the market for “online search advertising intermediation” to illegally suppress competition.\textsuperscript{194} Google is currently appealing the EC’s decision.\textsuperscript{195}

The analysis of these sorts of agreements in a U.S. antitrust case would involve the same type of inquiry as an analysis of the Android exclusivity provisions discussed above. That is, in evaluating a challenge to these types of provisions, a court would likely assess the share of the market “foreclosed” by such agreements, the duration of the agreements, whether competing ad-brokering platforms enter into these types of contracts with publisher websites, and the strength of Google’s procompetitive justifications for the challenged provisions.\textsuperscript{196}

\textbf{Amazon}

Commentators have identified a variety of competition-related issues surrounding Amazon. However, most of the antitrust discussion involving the e-commerce giant has concerned two general categories of conduct: discrimination against vertical rivals and predatory pricing.\textsuperscript{197} In addressing Amazon’s alleged vertical discrimination, a number of analysts have focused on the company’s dual role as both the operator of Amazon Marketplace—a platform on which
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merchants can sell their products directly to consumers—and as a merchant that sells its own private-label products on the Marketplace. Some commentators have alleged that Amazon exploits this dual role by implementing policies that privilege its own products over competing products offered by other sellers.\textsuperscript{198} According to a 2016 ProPublica investigation, for example, Amazon has designed its Marketplace ranking algorithm—which determines the order in which products appear to consumers—to favor its own products and products sold by companies that buy Amazon’s fulfillment services.\textsuperscript{199} Similarly, certain merchants have complained that Amazon has revoked their ability to use its Marketplace after deciding to move into the relevant markets with its own private-label products or products it distributes on behalf of other companies.\textsuperscript{200}

Some observers have also raised the possibility that Amazon may engage in predatory pricing by selling certain products at below-cost prices to eliminate rivals.\textsuperscript{201} A number of these allegations involve Amazon’s 2010 acquisition of Quidsi—the parent company of the online baby-products retailer Diapers.com and several other online-retail subsidiaries. According to some commentators, Amazon aggressively cut its prices for baby products after Quidsi rebuffed its initial offer to purchase the company.\textsuperscript{202} When Amazon’s below-cost prices began to impede Quidsi’s growth, the company ultimately accepted Amazon’s subsequent acquisition offer.\textsuperscript{203} And after the Quidsi acquisition, Amazon allegedly raised its prices for baby products.\textsuperscript{204} Other predatory-pricing allegations leveled against Amazon concern the company’s sale of certain e-books. Specifically, some observers have argued that when it entered the e-book market in 2007, Amazon priced some categories of e-books below cost to eliminate potential competitors, ultimately securing 90% of the market by 2009.\textsuperscript{205}

A monopolization case grounded in Amazon’s alleged discrimination against third-party merchants would raise several issues. As a threshold matter, regulators bringing such a case would need to show that Amazon possesses monopoly power. While Amazon is significantly larger than its e-commerce rivals, most estimates place its share of the U.S. online retail market at below 50%.\textsuperscript{206} However, the company’s share of a narrower market for online marketplaces connecting third-party merchants with consumers may be considerably larger. Moreover, reports indicate that Amazon has very large shares of the markets for online sales of certain categories of products, including home-improvement tools, batteries, skin-care products, and (as discussed) e-books.\textsuperscript{207}
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If regulators could show that Amazon has monopoly power in a properly defined antitrust market, they would then need to establish that Amazon used that power to harm competition. Such a showing may be difficult under existing refusal-to-deal doctrine for some of the reasons discussed above in connection with Google’s alleged search bias.208 As discussed, in Trinko, the Supreme Court rejected Section 2 claims where it was unable to infer that a monopolist’s refusal to deal with a competitor involved a desire to sacrifice short-term profits to eliminate the competitor from the market. Specifically, the Court was unable to discern such an intent because the monopolist in Trinko (unlike its counterpart in Aspen Skiing) had not terminated a previous course of dealing with the competitor or refused to sell the competitor a product that it offered to the public.209

The Court’s reasoning in Trinko suggests that one type of refusal-to-deal claim against Amazon for its alleged vertical discrimination would be unlikely to succeed. If such a claim concerned Amazon’s preferential ranking of its own private-label products on its Marketplace, it would be difficult to demonstrate that the challenged practice involves a sacrifice of short-term profits. Rather, just as Google likely maximizes its short-term profits by ranking its own vertical properties above those of competing websites, Amazon likely maximizes its short-term profits by giving its private-label products premium placement. A claim targeting this type of vertical discrimination is also unlikely to be viable under the essential-facilities doctrine, because Amazon cannot feasibly share access to the allegedly “essential” facility of top placement in its Marketplace product rankings.

In contrast, a refusal-to-deal claim premised on Amazon’s decision to revoke certain merchants’ ability to use its Marketplace altogether may present courts with a closer question. Such an action could involve termination of a previously profitable course of dealing, which can suggest an intent to sacrifice short-term profits in order to eliminate competitors.210 This conduct may also provide the basis for an essential-facilities claim, as one commentator has argued that Amazon’s Marketplace is dominant enough in certain online-retail markets to justify the conclusion that it qualifies as “essential” under the case law.211 While a court’s assessment of this argument would depend on a fact-intensive evaluation of the alternatives available to specific categories of third-party sellers, it is conceivable that lack of access to Amazon’s Marketplace would inflict a “severe handicap” on merchants in at least some online-retail markets.212 As a result, Amazon’s outright termination of profitable relationships with certain third-party merchants may raise harder questions about the application of Section 2 doctrine.

Amazon may also be vulnerable to predatory-pricing claims. To the extent that commentators have accurately characterized the conduct surrounding the company’s acquisition of Quidsi, Amazon may have engaged in below-cost pricing and exhibited a “dangerous probability” of recouping its losses by eliminating a key competitor from the market for online sales of certain baby products.213 However, other predatory-pricing allegations against Amazon may raise more
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complicated issues. Amazon may be able to defend certain predatory-pricing charges on the grounds that the company intended certain products to be “loss leaders” that induced customers to purchase other products at above-cost prices. A court’s assessment of this defense would depend on a fact-intensive inquiry into the motivations behind Amazon’s pricing of specific products.

**Facebook**

Most of the antitrust commentary directed toward Facebook has focused on its acquisitions of potential competitors—in particular, its 2012 acquisition of the photo-sharing service Instagram and its 2014 acquisition of the messaging service WhatsApp. In a March 2019 letter to the FTC, the Chairman of the House Antitrust Subcommittee urged the Commission to examine whether these acquisitions—which according to some estimates have resulted in Facebook owning three of the top four and four of the top eight social media applications—violated Section 7 of the Clayton Act. Other legislators and commentators have echoed calls for regulators to unwind these acquisitions.

The FTC appears to be taking these arguments seriously. In August 2019, the Wall Street Journal reported that Facebook’s acquisition practices are a “central component” of the agency’s investigation of the company. In addition to potentially focusing on the Instagram and WhatsApp deals, the Journal reported that the FTC could also be evaluating Facebook’s 2013 acquisition of Onavo Mobile Ltd.—a mobile-analytics company that may have allowed Facebook to identify fast-growing social media companies and purchase them before they became competitive threats. Depending on the evidence that the FTC uncovers, Facebook’s general acquisition strategy could plausibly serve as the basis for a Section 2 monopolization case to the extent that it suppressed competition.

The success of a case to unwind some of Facebook’s acquisitions may depend on an assessment of the relevant market in which Facebook competes. Because Facebook does not charge users of its social network, this inquiry would require regulators to confront difficult conceptual issues with defining zero-price markets. If the FTC views “social networks” or “social media platforms” as the relevant market in an action to unwind Facebook’s key acquisitions, the strength of the agency’s case would likely depend on the other companies that are included in the relevant market and the appropriate methodology for calculating market shares. Because estimates of Facebook’s dominance vary widely based on differences in each of these factors, the
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company’s market share would likely be vigorously litigated in an action to unwind its major acquisitions.221

However, regulators may seek to sidestep this process with direct evidence that the relevant acquisitions harmed competition. As discussed, while antitrust plaintiffs typically rely on indirect market-share evidence to show that a defendant has monopoly power, several courts have held that plaintiffs can also establish monopoly power with direct evidence of supra-competitive prices.222 One commentator has sketched a general outline of the form such direct evidence might take, arguing that Facebook began to “degrade” user privacy only after the disappearance of major rivals.223 While there is little case law on direct proof of monopoly power,224 such evidence of quality degradation abruptly following the elimination of key competitors could plausibly serve as the type of “natural experiment” that allows regulators to establish that Facebook has monopoly power without defining the precise boundaries of the market in which it operates.225

If the FTC could establish that Facebook’s acquisitions had anticompetitive effects either directly or indirectly, a court would then need to weigh those harms against any merger-specific efficiencies that Facebook can identify. In defending an enforcement action, Facebook might argue that its large post-acquisition investments in the relevant companies have improved their performance and accordingly benefited consumers.226 However, the FTC may be able to rebut such a defense with evidence that these companies could have secured adequate funding through the capital markets or by showing that the anticompetitive harms of the acquisitions outweigh any investment-related benefits.
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Apple

Like Google, Apple has faced antitrust claims related to its mobile-device software. Specifically, the iPhone maker has faced separate class-action lawsuits related to its design of the device’s operating system, iOS. In these lawsuits, classes of customers who purchased iPhone apps through the company’s App Store and app developers claim that Apple has illegally monopolized the market for iPhone apps by designing iOS as a closed system and installing security measures to prevent customers from purchasing apps outside of the App Store. In May 2019, the Supreme Court rejected Apple’s contention that App Store customers lacked standing to challenge this conduct, allowing their lawsuit to proceed. While these cases will accordingly continue to work their way through the courts, the DOJ may also be contemplating a similar action challenging Apple’s design of iOS.

The outcome of these exclusionary-design cases against Apple will depend on the specific findings that emerge over the course of litigation. Like the Microsoft case, these lawsuits involve a fact pattern that appears to suggest strong prima facie evidence of anticompetitive harm. If “iPhone apps” represent a properly defined antitrust market, Apple’s decision to design iOS in a manner that requires users to purchase apps only from the App Store limits competition in that market to one seller/distributor. Section 2 claims challenging this conduct would accordingly depend on Apple’s procompetitive justification for its design choices and the proper standard for evaluating that justification. If a court were to follow the D.C. Circuit’s approach to these questions, it would balance the anticompetitive harms of Apple’s product-design choices against their procompetitive benefits. In contrast, a court following the more deferential standards applied by the Ninth Circuit in Tyco Health Care Group or the Second Circuit in Berkey Photo would likely side with Apple as long as the company could identify a plausible reason to conclude that the challenged design choices represent product improvements. Such a justification may involve claims that the relevant security measures improve iPhone users’ overall experience by preventing them from downloading technically unsound apps from non-App Store sources. However, the precise form that this type of argument would take remains to be seen.

The current circuit split on the appropriate analytical framework for exclusionary-design claims may be a factor that prompts the DOJ to bring its own lawsuit challenging Apple’s design of iOS. Both of the pending lawsuits have been brought in the Ninth Circuit, which will presumably follow its defendant-friendly precedent in Tyco Health Care Group. If the DOJ were to pursue litigation against Apple, regulators may accordingly choose to sue in a different circuit with more favorable case law. Although it is still early days, a DOJ lawsuit that further entrenches the circuit
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split surrounding exclusionary-design analysis may ultimately cause the Supreme Court to step in and clarify the doctrine.233

Options for Congress

While the antitrust action surrounding the Big Four is currently concentrated in the executive branch and the courts, digital competition issues have also attracted the interest of Congress, which may pursue legislation to address anticompetitive conduct by large technology companies.234 Such legislation could take two general forms. First, some commentators have proposed that Congress enact certain changes to existing antitrust doctrine to promote digital competition.235 Second, a number of lawmakers and academics have advocated legislation that would impose sector-specific competition regulation on large technology companies.236 The subsections below discuss each category of potential legislation in turn.237

Changes to Antitrust Law

A number of commentators have proposed that Congress adopt certain changes to existing antitrust doctrine to promote competition in technology markets. These proposals include:

- **Changes to Predatory-Pricing Doctrine.** Some observers have proposed changes to predatory-pricing doctrine with an eye toward addressing the pricing practices of dominant technology firms like Amazon. Specifically, one commentator has criticized *Brooke Group*’s “recoupment” requirement on the grounds that it does not adequately deter predatory pricing by dominant online platforms.238 According to this line of criticism, *Brooke Group*’s requirement that plaintiffs demonstrate a “dangerous probability” of recoupment fails to account for dominant platforms’ unique ability to persist in charging below-cost prices for years and employ difficult-to-detect recoupment strategies like price discrimination among different categories of customers. As a result, this commentator has advocated a presumption that below-cost pricing by dominant platforms qualifies as prohibited exclusionary conduct.239

Other academics have criticized the first *Brooke Group* requirement, which demands that predatory-pricing plaintiffs show that a monopolist charged below-
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cost prices. These commentators argue that pricing-cutting can be anticompetitive even when a firm prices its products above cost, especially in cases where a monopolist aggressively cuts prices in order to prevent a new rival from recovering its entry costs or realizing economies of scale. To address this concern, these observers contend that courts should evaluate whether challenged price-cutting strategies exclude potential entrants without screening predation claims with a price-cost test. Congress could accordingly remedy this alleged defect in current predatory-pricing doctrine with legislation eliminating the first Brooke Group requirement.

- **Enhanced Merger Review for Dominant Technology Companies.** Some commentators have advocated stricter scrutiny for mergers and acquisitions by dominant technology companies, including a rebuttable presumption that mergers and acquisitions between certain monopolist technology companies and their potential competitors are unlawful. A number of academics have also suggested that because promising technology startups often fall below the minimum-size thresholds that trigger DOJ and FTC review under the HSR Act, Congress should consider lowering or eliminating those thresholds for deals involving dominant technology companies.

- **Enhanced Scrutiny of Product Design Decisions.** Finally, some observers have argued that courts should be less deferential toward defendants’ justifications of allegedly exclusionary product designs, arguing that product-design decisions are often “key elements” of large technology companies’ business strategies. Congress could accordingly consider legislation to clarify the appropriate standards for evaluating exclusionary-design claims, perhaps by making clear that such claims are subject to full Rule-of-Reason scrutiny rather than the more permissive tests adopted by certain lower federal courts.
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Sector-Specific Regulation

As discussed, academic commentators have argued that certain digital markets possess structural characteristics that advantage large incumbent firms. In some cases, dominant firms in these markets can enhance such entry barriers by making it difficult for consumers to “multi-home” or use complementary products offered by competitors, and courts evaluating challenges to these product-design choices hesitate to hold companies liable under existing antitrust doctrine. Moreover, vertically integrated technology monopolists do not face general nondiscrimination rules requiring them to deal evenhandedly with rivals in adjacent markets. Some analysts have accordingly argued that large technology platforms require sector-specific regulations to address these competition concerns. These proposed regulations include “data mobility” rules giving consumers greater ability to control their data and move it to competing platforms, “interoperability” standards requiring companies to minimize technical impediments to the use of complementary products, and nondiscrimination requirements prohibiting vertically integrated technology monopolists from discriminating against rivals who use their platforms. Congress could legislate such requirements, direct an existing federal agency to develop them through rulemaking, or create a new agency tasked with regulating the technology industry.

A number of lawmakers and academics have also argued that the infrastructure-like features of certain digital services justify separation regimes prohibiting monopolists that provide those services from entering adjacent markets. Such separation regimes are not without precedent. Historically, Congress and federal regulators have imposed a variety of structural prohibitions limiting the lines of business in which certain categories of firms—including railroads, banks, television networks, and telecommunications companies—can engage. Commentators have justified these separation regimes on the grounds that they eliminate conflicts of interest that lead companies in key infrastructure-like sectors to discriminate against their vertical rivals. While the nondiscrimination requirements discussed above represent one means of addressing this concern, categorical separation rules are an alternative to such requirements that may prove easier to administer.

In March 2019, Senator Elizabeth Warren proposed one type of separation regime for dominant technology companies, arguing that large “platform utilities”—including “online marketplaces,” “exchanges,” and “platforms for connecting third parties”—should be prohibited from owing...
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companies that participate on their platforms. The Chairman of the House Antitrust Subcommittee has also expressed support for similar separation requirements.

Congress may also be interested in broader separation regimes prohibiting dominant technology platforms from entering other types of markets. Specifically, many lawmakers have expressed concern about Facebook’s announcement that it intends to develop a new cryptocurrency. These worries have generated a legislative proposal to prevent any large technology platform from entering the financial industry, with Members on the House Financial Services Committee circulating draft legislation titled the Keep Big Tech Out of Finance Act. This draft bill would prohibit “large platform utilities” from (1) affiliating with financial institutions, or (2) establishing, maintaining, or operating digital assets intended to be “widely used as a medium of exchange, store or value, or any other similar function.”
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